PART 3442—CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION AND AUDIT SERVICES

Subpart 3442.70—Contract Monitoring
3442.7001 Litigation and claims clause.
3442.7002 Delays.

Subpart 3442.71—Accessibility of Meetings, Conferences, and Seminars to Persons with Disabilities
3442.7101 Policy and clause.

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 301.

Source: 76 FR 12796, Mar. 8, 2011, unless otherwise noted.

Subpart 3442.70—Contract Monitoring
3442.7001 Litigation and claims clause.

The contracting officer must insert the clause at 3452.242–70 (Litigation and claims) in all solicitations and resultant cost-reimbursement contracts.

3442.7002 Delays.

The contracting officer must insert the clause at 3452.242–71 (Notice to the Government of delays) in all solicitations and contracts other than purchase orders.

Subpart 3442.71—Accessibility of Meetings, Conferences, and Seminars to Persons with Disabilities
**Disabilities**

**3442.7101 Policy and clause.**

(a) It is the policy of ED that all meetings, conferences, and seminars be accessible to persons with disabilities.

(b) The contracting officer must insert the clause at 3452.242–73 (Accessibility of meetings, conferences, and seminars to persons with disabilities) in all solicitations and contracts.